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Belle Level-1 KLM triggers looks for evidence of muons

• Forward endcap = AND of layers 4 and 5 (for each 
of the four phi-sectors)

• Backward endcap = [same]

• Barrel: ANY TWO of layers 2, 3, 10, and 11 (for each 
of the eight phi-sectors)

 Simple geometry, somewhat polluted by cosmic rays

bit delay mnemonic description
40 62 klm fwd KLM forward endcap trigger
41 62 klm bwd KLM backward endcap trigger
42 62 klm brl KLM barrel trigger
43 6 svd tofcdc for SVD L0 study
44 12 nsvdz full0 first bit of the number of SVD Z full tracks
45 12 nsvdz full1 second bit of the number of SVD Z full tracks
46 12 nsvdr full0 first bit of the number of SVD R-φ full tracks
47 12 nsvdr full1 second bit of the number of SVD R-φ full tracks
48 0 cdc hv cc CDC current limiter
49 0 tsc l0 64 L0 trigger with 64 segmentaions
50 0 tsc l0 32 L0 trigger with 32 segmentaions
51 0 tsc iv on TOF single rate (TSC60) when injection veto is ON
52 0 tsc iv off TOF single rate (TSC60) when injection veto is OFF
53 0 tsc mod35 TOF single rate (TSC35)
54 0 tsc mod62 TOF single rate (TSC62)
55 0 tsc l0 32m TOF rate (L0-Mode32)
56 0 svd l0 L0 trigger for SVD (modified)
57 0 svd hold L0 trigger hold for SVD
58 0 scaler10 scaler10
59 0 scaler11 scaler11
60 0 scaler12 scaler12
61 0 scaler13 scaler13
62 0 scaler14 scaler14
63 0 scaler15 scaler15
64 0 dummy in64 dummy
65 0 dummy in65 dummy
66 0 dummy in66 dummy
67 0 dummy in67 dummy
68 0 dummy in68 dummy
69 0 dummy in69 dummy
70 0 dummy in70 dummy
71 0 dummy in71 dummy
72 0 dummy in72 dummy
73 0 dummy in73 dummy
74 0 dummy in74 dummy
75 0 dummy in75 dummy
76 0 dummy in76 dummy
77 0 dummy in77 dummy
78 0 dummy in78 dummy
79 0 dummy in79 dummy
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¶ SuperBelle Level-1 KLM trigger would look for 
evidence of muon tracks

• Same design philosophy as advocated by Eunil Won 
for CDC 3D track trigger (based on FPGA track 
finding) 
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tsim-klm

• No work done on this yet

• If new KLM trigger is adopted, modify existing tsim-
klm to duplicate its geometrical functionality

• tick-by-tick: not needed for tsim-klm (?)


